The integrative medicine in China mainly refers to the integration of western medicine and Chinese medicine. The western and Chinese medicines complement each other\'s advantages. The integrative medicine has been developing rapidly in China. For example, when fighting with SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndromes), the therapeutic effect of integrative medicine had obvious superiority than western medicine in several aspects, such as the dependence of breathing apparatus, decreasing the usage of hormone, reducing fatality rate, etc. Moreover, with the additional Chinese medicine treatment, the effect of some western treatments is enhanced, e.g. anti-infection, anti-inflammation, oxygen uptaking and immunoregulation.

In clinical practice, especially when treating and preventing difficult and baffling diseases, applying integrative medicine can make full use of both western and Chinese medicine and play to their strengths respectively according to different stages of the diseases. For example, when treating chronic nephritis or diabetes, the integrative medicine can effectively control the progression of the diseases, reduce complications and improve the quality of life. In a large number of the integrated treatment of advanced cancer, additional Chinese herb treatment in principle of supplementing vital essence benefits the immunity, reducing side effects of radiotherapy and chemotherapy, prolongs survival time and improve quality of life. In treating MODS (multi-organ dysfunction syndrome), additional herb treatment can be added in principle of purgation, clearing heat and toxin and activating blood circulation to dissipate blood stasis. This additional treatment can improve the cure rate and reduce mortality, many indicators of clinical testing faster recovery than the control group. In the treatment of acute abdominal surgical diseases, integrative medicine extends the scopes of non-operative therapy to alleviate the suffering of patients and increased therapeutic effect. For instance, the mortality of acute severe pancreatitis has been brought down from 30% of the past to 20% or less. Also, we have accumulated successful experiences on cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease, respiratory system, digestive system, urinary system and blood diseases, etc.

Chinese Health Minister Chen Zhu pointed out that Chinese medicine is expected to have far-reaching impact on the medical model, with modern biological methods, using traditional Chinese medicine raw and rustic, pay attention to the whole, focus on changes in the characteristics of treating disease and syndrome differentiation to study the concept of sub-health and chronic complex diseases, is the power of both Eastern and Western knowledge together, to a higher realm of modern medicine and the development of a necessity to enhance the trend.
